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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Preamble 

1. This report represents the Semi-Annual Environmental Monitoring Report (SAEMR) 

for Flood Emergency Resilience & Reconstruction Project (FERRP).   

2. PMC has prepared this Semi-Annual Environmental Monitoring Report covering 

period from July 2018 to Dec 2018. This report fulfils the requirements to monitor the 

implementation of ADB’s environmental safeguards as well as ensure sound 

environmental planning. Potential environmental impacts are identified including 

indirect and cumulative impacts, and their significance assessed. Report also includes 

the last corrective action plans and recommendations for each subproject (Annex-7). 

1.2 Headline Information 

3. Due to the orientation by the PMC Environment Team, it has been observed that 

environmental management has improved on the subprojects. Implementation of 

mutually agreed Corrective Action Plan was also practiced by the contractors in this 

reporting period. PMC has advised the contractors to address the remaining few non-

compliance as per agreed Corrective Action Plan.   
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2 PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND CURRENT ACTIVITIES 

4. Project Implementation Unit (PIU) of Punjab Irrigation Department has screened out 

ten subprojects for strengthening of flood protection infrastructure under FERRP. 

These subprojects are screened, classified, and assessed according to ADB’s 
Safeguard Policy Statement (SPS), 2009 and Pakistan Environmental legislations. 

Environmental considerations were assessed for these subprojects. Initial 

Environmental Examination (IEEs) for 05 subprojects and Environmental 

Management Plan (EMPs) for 05 subprojects were prepared by PIU which were 

approved by Asian Development Bank (ADB). Description of subprojects along with 

salient environmental aspects is given in the ensuing text.    

2.1 Construction of Jhelum City Flood Protection Bund 

5. “Construction of Jhelum City Flood Protection Bund along Right Bank of River Jhelum 

Upstream G.T. Road Bridge is one of the ten subprojects approved by ADB under 

“Flood Emergency Reconstruction and Resilience Project (FERRP)”. The subproject 
is located on the right bank of River Jhelum near Jhelum City on Longitude 73o 43` 

23`` E and latitude 32o 54` 49`` N. The subproject activities include construction of a 

new flood protection bund, which is to be tied with the existing flood protection bund at 

RD 20+000.  

6. The subproject consists of 6 km long flood embankment starting from New G.T. Road 

Bridge of River Jhelum to Tahlianwala village upstream Jhelum City with 25 feet top 

width with 2:1 slope on country side and 3:1 on river side. Stone pitching consists of 2 

feet thick with 1 feet filler material and 1 feet stone pitching, 500 ft2 stone quantity in 

apron, 6 feet top of bank above HFL and box culverts along the bund to dispose of the 

city effluent/ rain water through gravity flows are the other construction components. 

7. The subproject, based on Rapid Environmental Assessment (REA), is categorized as 

“B” as per Asian Development Bank’s Safeguard Policy Statement (SPS) 2009. The 
subproject bears minimal environmental impacts of temporary and localized nature. 

Subproject does not involve permanent land acquisition. No indigenous people or 

women headed households are found in the subproject area. Safety of public and 

workers, security problems, risk of communicable diseases, vector borne diseases 

etc. are of temporary nature which can be mitigated through well managed operations. 

Expected benefits of the subproject are creation of job opportunities particularly for the 

local population and safety of the public, land, and other infrastructures. 

8. Environmental impacts like soil erosion, soil contamination, water contamination, air 

pollution, high noise level, etc. are of temporary nature and were controlled and 

mitigated through proper management of borrow material area, establishment and 

proper management of camp and material and machinery yard, transportation on link 

roads and necessary facilities for the staff and labour by using good engineering 
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practices. Soil erosion and contamination, water contamination, air pollution and high 

noise levels were controlled with the use of good engineering practices. 

9. Contractor developed Site Specific Environmental Management Plan (SSEMP), 

Traffic Management Plan, Solid Waste Management and Material Management Plan, 

Occupation Health and Safety Plan etc. before starting the construction activities. 

Contractor ensured that no damage is done to the wildlife, public infrastructure and 

local culture, customs, and traditions.  
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  Jhelum Flood Bund Location
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2.2 Remodeling of Jhang & Thatta Mahala Flood Bund 

10. “Remodelling of Jhang Flood Bund and Thatta Mahala Flood Bund” subproject 
situates along the eastern bank of the Chenab River. Jhang Flood Protection Bund is 

a continuation of Left Marginal Bund of Trimmu Headworks and saves Jhang City, 

Jhang Bhakkar Road, Jhang Chiniot Road, Jhang Toba Tek Singh Road and other 

valuable public infrastructure. Total length of the bund is 12.80 miles from RD 0+000 

to RD 64+000. Thatta Mahala Flood Bund starts from railway track almost 6.00 Km 

from Revaz Railway Bridge towards Jhang and ends at RD 51+000, tied up with Right 

Bank of Sultan Pakhara Distributary. It saves Jhang City, Jhang Chiniot Road, Jhang 

Faisalabad Road and other valuable public infrastructure, livestock, and crops on left 

bank of River Chenab. Total Length of the bund is 10.20 miles.  

11. The subproject, based on Rapid Environmental Assessment (REA), is categorized as 

“C” as per Asian Development Bank’s Safeguard Policy Statement (SPS) 2009. 

However, in project design, steel sheet piles against seepage in critical reaches of 

Thatta Mahala Flood Bund RD 0+000 to RD 12+000, 03 tube wells in wetting 

channels reach of Jhang Flood Bund and 02 tube wells in reach of Thatta Mahala 

Flood Bund were provided due to which subproject fell in category “B”.  

12. All the anticipated adverse environmental impacts of the project are mitigable, 

temporary in nature and localized. There is no environmentally sensitive or 

archaeological site falling within project area of influence. Generally, the remodelling 

works of the subproject comes under category “C” of the ADB guidelines, but due to 
provision of steel sheet piles, earthwork, stone pitching, laying of shingle and 05 No. 

tube wells, the REA Checklist defines this subproject in category “B” as per ADB 
guidelines categorization. 

13. The subproject activities caused some disturbance due to activities on the Flood 

Bunds and the allied sites involving excavation for borrow material, setting up camp 

area, material and machinery yard, damages to link roads and provision of necessary 

facilities for the staff and labourers to be engaged for the execution of the subproject. 

No acquisition of permanent/ temporary land was involved.  

14. All the other impacts like soil erosion, soil contamination, water contamination, air 

pollution, high noise level, etc. were of temporary nature and mitigated. No indigenous 

people and women headed households were identified in the subproject. The other 

social issues like safety of public and workers, security problems, risk of 

communicable diseases, vector borne diseases etc. were of temporary nature. On the 

other hand, the subproject created job opportunities for the local population during 

construction stage and extremely beneficial for safety of the public.  

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chenab
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2.3 Remodelling of LMB of Muzaffargarh Flood Bund 

15. “Remodelling of Muzaffargarh Flood Bund” is the subproject located near 
Muzaffargarh city. Muzaffargarh flood bund is very old flood bund, tied with Right 

Marginal Bund of Trimmu Barrage, combined with left bank of Main Rangpur Canal 

and tied to Doaba flood bund and Khangarh Flood Bund. These flood bunds protect 

important cities/ towns like Muzaffargarh, Muradabad, Khanpur town and Head 

Muhammad Wala in addition to very fertile agricultural lands, orchards and irrigation 

and road infrastructure. Unprecedented flood of 2014 (i.e. 7, 67, 849 cusec) created 

havoc in the whole district Muzaffargarh in general and especially the whole reach 

along the right side of River Chenab. Floods of 2014 breached Muzaffargarh flood 

bund at RD: 148+000-149+000 and RD: 157+000-158+0000. Muzaffargarh city was 

protected by putting in extra ordinary effort. Therefore, for the protection of above 

mentioned cities/towns the subproject is essential to be implemented on priority basis. 

16. Subproject’s scope of work comprises of 2 feet raising of Muzaffargarh flood bund 
(RD 0+000 to RD 188+000), keeping 6 feet free board above HFL. RD 108+000 to RD 

109+000 and RD 127+000 to RD 150+000 has been left out of the scope of the 

subproject owing to heavy encroachments. From RD 150+000 to RD 173+000, Doaba 

Distributary runs parallel and in the toe of Muzaffargarh flood bund, therefore, in this 

reach brick masonry wall has been proposed to be constructed to retain soil and 

stabilize the existing/ proposed slope of the embankment. Metalled road exists on top 

of flood bunds from RD 150 +000 to RD 188+000 which will be dismantled and new 

road will be constructed on top. 1:3 riverine slope and 1:2 country side slope of 

Muzaffargarh flood bund having 25 ft top width and 6 feet free board over HFL 2014 

has been provided. 

17. The sub-project has no adverse environmental impacts and therefore; is classified as 

Category C, according to the Asian Development Bank safeguard policy 2009.There 

are no sensitive sites/archaeological sites nearby the proposed subproject. No 

endangered species of flora/fauna or indigenous peoples will be affected due to the 

subproject.  The negative impacts are mostly temporary and can be mitigated through 

implementation of Environment Management Plan (EMP). The subproject benefits 

also on the other hand would easily outweigh the likely impacts. 
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 Map showing location of Muzaffargarh Flood Bund
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2.4 Remodelling of LMB of Taunsa Barrage 

18. “Remodelling of Left Marginal Bund (LMB) of Taunsa Barrage” subproject locates at 
Taunsa Barrage south-eastern part of Punjab province on the river Indus in Tehsil Kot 

Addu, district Muzaffargarh at 20 km south east of Taunsa and 16 km from Kot Adu. 

Taunsa Barrage locates at 30° 31’ N and 70° 51’ E. The Left Marginal Bund (LMB) of 
Taunsa Barrage breached between RD 32-33 in 2010 floods (i.e.10.85 lac cusec). 

The breaching site speedily expanded up to 8,000 feet long and an estimated 1.25 

Lac cusecs discharge of water passed through this breach which, later breached the 

bank of T.P Link Canal and Muzaffargarh Canal and flooded a vast area in District 

Muzaffargarh.  

19. The Left Marginal Bund (LMB) is 1st defence line at Taunsa Barrage. For the safety of 

this bund, remodeling is envisaged to raise the bund in reach RD1+500 - RD 80+000 

with a free board of 7.0 feet (as per FCC criteria). Subproject includes steel sheet 

piles at the river side at critical reaches from RD 32+000 & RD 40+000 with total 

length of 2,000 feet. Moreover, 15 feet wide shingle road has been proposed at the 

top of bund in RD 1+500 - 44+000 & 54+000 -77+000.The cost of subproject amounts 

to 459,644,301/- PKR (459.644 Million). Subproject completion period is one year. 

20. The subproject activities did cause some disturbances to the environment due to 

material dumping, machinery work, taking borrow material, setting up of camp areas, 

transportation on link roads and necessary facilities for the staff / labor to be engaged 

for the subproject, in the RoW of LMB at barrage site and the allied sites. These 

impacts were mitigated through measures envisaged in EMP.  

21. The subproject comes under category “C” as per ADB guidelines. However, the 
presence of Punjab Wildlife Sanctuary at the buffer zone of the subproject area 

defines the subproject, in category “B” as per Safeguard Policy Statement (SPS) 
2009. Keeping in view the significance of the Taunsa Barrage Wildlife Sanctuary 

located near the subproject site, World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) for Nature were 

consulted which has cleared the subproject for implementation.  

22. Subproject did not involve any permanent or temporary land acquisition. No 

indigenous people and women headed households were identified in the subproject 

area. The other social issues like safety of public and workers, security problems, risk 

of communicable diseases, vector borne diseases etc. were temporary in nature. 

Subproject leads to creation of job opportunities particularly for the local population 

and ensure safety of the public, land and other infrastructures. 
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2.5 Remodelling of LMB of Qadirabad Flood Bund 

23. “Remodelling of Qadirabad Left Marginal Bund (LMB)” subproject locates at north east 
of Qadirabad Barrage, on River Chenab in tehsil Wazirabad, District Gujranwala. 

Qadirabad Barrage, one of the major engineering components of Indus Basin project, 

is part of Rasool – Wazirabad – Balloki – Sulemanki Link Canal system. The Barrage 

length, between the abutments, is 3376 feet with 50 spans, having length of 60 feet 

between each pier.  

24. Qadirabad Left Marginal Bund (LMB) is 64,938 feet in length. In case it breaches 

water spreads in the area and does not return to river. Undetected cracks, burrows, 

rat holes and cavities need to be properly filled to minimize chances of breaching. 

Construction of an additional dowel bund 8.0 ft wide & 8.0 ft free board over HFL of 

2014 along the critical reach of LMB from RD 0+000 to RD 30+000 is hence proposed 

to provide additional protection to the main embankment of LMB in terms of reduction 

of seepage, slope stability & piping action etc. A 6” thick shingle layer at the top of 
Bund with 15.0 ft width has also been provided. The cost of subproject is PKR 81,816, 

272. 

25. Generally, the remodeling works of the subproject fall under category “C” of the ADB 
guidelines, but due to the presence of Punjab Wildlife Sanctuary and Forest 

Department protected areas Barubgarh and Khangarh in the vicinity of the subproject, 

subproject falls in category “B”.  

26. Subproject did not have any severe negative impacts on the environment and people 

of the area. Potential impacts associated with the construction stage of the subproject 

were minor to moderate in severity which were easily mitigated through proper 

implementation of the EMP. No acquisition of permanent land was involved. All the 

other impacts like soil erosion, soil contamination, water contamination, air pollution, 

high noise level, etc. were of temporary nature. Forest areas and wildlife sanctuary 

were not affected by the activities. No indigenous people and women headed 

households were identified in the subproject.  

27. The other social issues like safety of public and workers, security problems, risk of 

communicable diseases, vector borne diseases etc. were of temporary nature. On the 

other hand, the subproject created job opportunities particularly for the local 

population during construction stage and extremely beneficial for safety of the public, 

land and other infrastructures.  
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2.6 Remodelling Of Left Marginal Bund of Marala Headworks 

28. The subproject site for remodelling of the Left Marginal Bund is located upstream of 

Marala Barrage, District Sialkot, 20 km away from the Sialkot city and 80 km from 

Gujranwala city. It is connected to other towns through metaled roads which runs at 

the top of the bund from reach RD 0+000 to 55+000. 

29. The subproject aims at protection of locals, valuable public/ private properties, 

infrastructures such as schools, hospitals, telecommunication network, electric 

installations and communication network, livestock, valuable yield of cash crops like 

sugarcane, paddy, maize, wheat, rice and very fertile agriculture lands.  

30. The subproject includes remodelling of the Left Marginal Bund which is 21 km (20930 

meters) at length from RD 0+000 to 68+669 upstream of Marala Headwork’s. The 

proposed activities will be confined to the existing right-of-way (RoW) i-e 200 -250 ft. 

at both side of existing bund. From RD 54+500 to 68+ 669 free board of 6 feet above 

H.F.L of September 2014 with 25 feet width and 3:1 slope on both country and river 

side is proposed.  “Dowel” from RD 0+000 to 54+500 on the river side is proposed 

with 6.0 feet above H.F.L of September 2014 and 2:1 slope on river side and 3:1 

slope in country side. Shingle laying on top of the bund is also proposed. Estimated 

cost of the subproject is Rs. 286.883 million. 

31. The subproject, due to mere earth work, comes under category “C” as per ADB’s SPS 

2009. Subproject caused some disturbances to the local environment during 

execution like material dumping, machinery work; borrow material, camp areas, link 

roads and necessary facilities for the staff / labourers to be engaged for the 

subproject. All the anticipated adverse environmental impacts of the subproject were 

mitigable, temporary in nature and localized which were mitigated through 

implementation of EMP. 
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 Satellite Map showing the Location of Sub-project 
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2.7 Remodelling of Right Embankment of Shujabad Branch  

32. Remodelling of Right Embankment of Shujabad Branch, Akbar and Nawabpur Flood 

Bund subproject is located on Chenab River near Multan City. Nawabpur flood bund 

as a continuation of Chenab flood bund was constructed on left bank and Akbar flood 

bund as a continuation of Nawabpur flood bund and was constructed on left bank. 

Both the bunds check the spill of River Chenab to enter Multan city and adjoining 

abadies. Due to construction of Head Muhammad Wala Bridge by National Highway 

Authority, afflux was created above the design flood up to RD 4+000, resulting in 

damages the slopes of these bunds. To strengthen the reach RD 6+000 to 17+000 of 

Akbar flood bund and reach RD 4+000 to 16+500 of Nawabpur flood bund, a steel 

sheet pile and restoration of J-Head Spur at RD 0920 of Nawabpur flood are 

proposed.   

33. Shujabad Branch passes around the right side of Multan City. General behaviour of 

the canal in this reach is zigzag running, which not only erodes the banks in curved 

portion but also generates threat of leakage / breach on the weak sites. Lower N.S.L 

and dangerous sluffing poses threat to the embankment. Raising of banks 6' above 

HFL (2014), provision of steel sheet piles (in RD 231+580 to RD 260+000 of right 

embankment), shingle road (from RD 241+000 to RD 248+000, RD 256+000 to RD 

270+000 and RD 273+000 to RD 279+000), stone stud in some of the reaches and 

reconstruction of metalled road in the reach RD 231+580 to RD 240+000, RD 

249+000 to RD 255+000, RD 271+000 to RD 272+000 are envisaged. The subproject 

area is shown in the exhibit 7 below 

34. There are no sensitive sites/archaeological sites nearby the proposed subproject. No 

endangered species of flora/fauna or indigenous peoples were affected due to this 

subproject. The negative impacts like noise and air pollution, water contamination, 

waste, traffic and borrow area related were temporary and mitigated through 

implementation of Environment Management Plan.  

35. The subproject benefits also on the other hand would easily outweigh the likely 

impacts. The nature and scope of work and Environmental screening through REA 

Checklist indicates that proposed subproject is classified as category C according to 

ADB Safeguard Policy Statement (SPS), 2009. The repair/ rehabilitation of flood-

damaged infrastructure and facilities will bring economic, social, health and ecological 

benefits, to population and local community in the area. 
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2.8 Project Contracts and Management 

36. Implementing Agency (IA) for FERRP is responsible for the implementation of 

environmental managed and monitoring requirements and procedures for the project 

to comply with ADB Safeguard Policy Statement (2009). Environmental Assessment 

and Review Framework (EARF), prepared and approved for FERRP, provides 

guidelines for environmental management and monitoring of the project. The objective 

of the EARF is to establish systems and functions that will ensure that conditional ties 

are built into each initiative at its design stage such that through reconstruction, 

improved and environmentally sustainable structures are built that have better 

resistance to natural calamities, particularly floods. EARF also requires ensuring that 

all the environmental mitigation measures proposed for the design phase are 

incorporated in the design and included in the contract documents. 

37. The Irrigation Department Punjab is the Implementing Agency (IA) for FERRP, which 

has established Project Implementation Unit (PIU) particularly dedicated for this 

project. Under PIU an Environmental and Social Unit (ESU) is established to oversee 

environmental planning, management, and monitoring of the subprojects under 

FERRP. PIU has appointed Project Management Consultants (PMC) as “The 
Engineer”. PMC is responsible for the environmental planning, management, and 

monitoring of the subprojects.   

38. Environment and Social Unit (ESU) under Project Implementation Unit (PIU) is 

responsible for environmental and social safeguard planning, compliance, and 

monitoring.  ESU consists of Director, Environmental and Social Safeguards, Deputy 

Director Environment Safeguards and Deputy Director Social Safeguards. Only the 

post of Deputy Director, Social Safeguards is filled. He is entrusted with the additional 

charge of Director Environment and Social Safeguards. The Director Environment and 

Social Safeguard is responsible for ensuring that the provisions of IEEs/EMPs are 

implemented. In addition, Director is also responsible for coordination with ADB, EPA, 

provincial Agriculture, Forest and Wildlife departments, NGOs/ CBOs and other 

public/ private sector organizations. 

39. PIU has appointed Project Management Consultant (PMC) for the design and 

construction supervision of the subprojects. PMC is responsible for the preparation of 

environment and social safeguard plans and documents besides undertaking 

environmental and social safeguards monitoring. PMC kept positions of an 

Environment Specialist and a Resettlement Specialist to perform these activities. 

These specialists are assisted by two Environment Inspectors to undertake 

environmental monitoring in the field and a Social and Gender Inspector (female) to 

oversee social and gender aspects of the subprojects. Environmental Inspectors, 

under the guidance of Environment Specialist are responsible for preparing 

environmental screening checklists and classifying sub-projects. They are also 
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responsible to provide data for preparation of IEEs/EMPs and environmental 

compliance monitoring as per proposed mitigation measures. 

40. ADB Safeguard Specialist is responsible for explaining policy requirements to PMC, 

helping them to meet those requirements, building capacity, and monitoring 

implementation of agreed safeguards.  

2.9 Coordination amongst Contractor, Owner, Lender 

41. Project Implementation Unit (PIU) has made IEEs/EMPs of subproject as part of 

contract agreement of contractor under and general clauses. Contractor must abide 

these clauses to ensure implementation of IEEs/EMPs in their entirety. PMC must 

ensure environment and social safeguard compliance and impact monitoring through 

the contractor. ESU orientated PMC and contractors on environmental and social 

safeguard compliances and monitoring in progress review meetings and during field 

inspections. ESU also delivered guidelines for environmental and social safeguard 

monitoring of subprojects to PMC and the contractors. Furthermore, ESU undertook 

monitoring visits of subprojects to assess the progress on environmental monitoring 

and environmental management practices and advised contractor to ensure all 

environmental compliances. 

42. PMC has reported progress on IEEs/EMPs implementation through its Monthly 

Progress Reports. ESU prepares and submits Quarterly Progress Reports (QPRs) on 

environment and social aspects to ADB. ESU also submits progress on Gender Action 

Plan (GAP) implementation on monthly basis to Project Coordination Unit (PCU) of 

Planning and Development Department. PIU holds progress review meetings 

periodically wherein PMC and contractor participate and give updates on 

environmental compliance monitoring. PIU provides guidance to PMC and contractors 

to resolve environmental issues and to streamline environmental monitoring and 

environmental management activities.   

43. PMC has submitted IEEs of 05 subprojects, EMPs of 05 subprojects to ESU. These 

documents were reviewed and updated by ESU and submitted to ADB. All the 

documents were approved by ADB. The status of approval of IEE/EMP is given in the 

Annexure -1. ESU also reviews Monthly Environmental Monitoring Reports submitted 

by PMC and suggests necessary improvements. ESU using findings of Monthly 

Environmental Monitoring Reports and by ascertaining necessary data and feedback 

from PMC, prepares Quarterly Monitoring Reports and submit to ADB. 

44. A good working relationship is being maintained between the contractors and PMC 

during the execution of the subprojects. Training workshops are arranged by the 

Environment Inspectors on site for the capacity building of the contractors and their 

relevant staff. They are briefed on updating the environment monitoring checklists by 

following IEEs/EMPs. Contractor is bound to submit these checklists to PMC on 
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weekly basis. Environmental Inspectors undertakes site visits of contractor’s camps 
and subprojects sites and discuss measures for improvement in environmental 

safeguards with contractors and their staff.  

2.10 Project Activities during Current Reporting Period 

45. Under FERRP, ten subprojects were approved by Asian Development Bank. Bidding 

process for all the ten subprojects has been completed and all of them are awarded. 

All the ten subprojects went into execution stage. Progress on implementation of 

these subprojects is as under.  

i. For subproject “Remodelling of left Marginal Bund (LMB) of Marala Barrage” 
physical progress on the subproject is 100% while financial progress is 97%.  

ii. For subproject “Remodelling of Sher Shah Railway Flood Bund Rd 4+000 to 

15+100 and Sher Shah Flood Bund Rd 0+000 to 20+437 Tail”, physical 
progress on the subproject is 100% while financial progress is 92%.  

iii. For subproject “Protection Sarai Alamgir Abadis between Railway line and G.t 
Road Bridges on Left Bank of River Jehlum”, physical progress on the 

subproject is 100% while financial progress is 95%.  

iv. For subproject “Remodelling of Muzaffargarh Flood Bund RD 0+000 To RD 

188+000, physical progress on the subproject is 100% while financial 

progress is 58%.  

v. For subproject “Construction of Jhelum City Flood Protection Bund along 

Right Bank of River Jhelum Upstream G.T. Road Bridge Package-I, physical 

progress on the subproject is 100% while financial progress is 94%.  

vi. For subproject “Construction of Jhelum City Flood Protection Bund along 

Right Bank of River Jhelum Upstream G.T. Road Bridge Package-II (RD 

10+000 To RD 20+000)”, physical progress on the subproject is 100% while 

financial progress is 93%.  

vii. For subproject “Remodelling of Right Embankment of Shujabad Branch, 

Akbar & Nawabpur Flood Bunds, physical progress on the subproject is 100% 

while financial progress is 95%.  

viii. For subproject “Remodelling of Selected Reaches of Jhang Flood Protection 

Bund from RD 0+000 To 64+000 and Thatta Mahala Flood Bund from RD 

0+000 To 31+000, physical progress on the subproject is 100% while 

financial progress is 95%.  

ix. For subproject “Left Marginal Bund of Qadirabad Barrage”, physical progress 
is 100% and financial progress is also 79%. Environmental safeguard 

compliance and impact monitoring is below average.  

x. For subproject “Remodelling of LMB of Taunsa Barrage”, physical progress is 
100% while financial progress is 95%.  

46. The overall Physical and financial progress of all the subprojects is tabulated below: 
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 Physical and Financial Progress of FERRP, Dated 31-12-2018 

Sr. 
No. 

Component Contract No. 
Component 
Assigned 
Weight % 

Physical 
Progress/
Weighted 

% 

Overall 
FERRP 
Weight

ed 
Progres

s% 

%age 
Financial 
Progress 

1 
Remodeling of Left Marginal Bund of 
Qadirabad in Critical Reaches 

NCB-
PIU/FERRP/ 

Works-01 
1.32 100 

 

1.32 
79 

2 
Remodeling of Left Marginal Bund (LMB) 
of Marala Barrage 

NCB-
PIU/FERRP/ 

Works-02 
5.81 100 

 

5.81 
97 

3 

Remodeling of Sher Shah Railway Flood 
Bund RD. 4+000 To 15+100 Tail &  Sher 
Shah Flood Bund RD.0+000 To 20+437 
Tail 

NCB-
PIU/FERRP/ 

Works-03 
1.58 100 

 

1.58 92 

4 
Remodeling of Muzaffargarh Flood Bund 
RD 0+000 To RD 188+000 

NCB-
PIU/FERRP/ 

Works-04 
10.9 100 

 

10.9 
58 

5 
Protecting Sarai Alamgir Abadies 
Between Railways and G.T. Road 
Bridges on Left Bank of River Jhelum 

NCB-
PIU/FERRP/ 

Works-05 
2.71 100 

 

2.71 
95 

6 

Construction of Jhelum City Flood 
Protection Bund Along Right Bank of 
River Jhelum Upstream G.T. Road 
Bridge Package-I (RD 0+000 To RD 
10+000) 

NCB-
PIU/FERRP/ 

Works-06 
20.90 100 

 

20.90 94 

7 

Construction of Jhelum City Flood 
Protection Bund Along Right Bank of 
River Jhelum Upstream G.T. Road 
Bridge Package-II (RD 10+000 To RD 
20+000) 

NCB-
PIU/FERRP/ 

Works-07 
19.86 100 

 

19.86 93 

8 
Remodeling of Right Embankment of 
Shujabad Branch, Akbar & Nawabpur 
Flood Bunds 

NCB-
PIU/FERRP/ 

Works-08 
16.72 100 

 

16.72 
95 

9 

Remodeling of Selected Reaches of 
Jhang Flood Protection Bund from RD 
0+000 To 64+000 and Thatta Mahala 
Flood Bund from RD 0+000 To 31+000 

NCB-
APIU/FERRP/ 

Works-09 
12.14 100 

 

12.14 95 

10 
Remodeling of Left Marginal Bund (LMB) 
RD 1+500-80+000 Taunsa Barrage 

NCB-
PIU/FERRP/ 

Works-10 
8.05 100 

 

8.05 
95 

  Total:   100   100 90 

       

 

2.11 Description of Any Changes to Project Design  

47. No changes have been made in the project/construction design of these subprojects. 
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3 ENVIRONMENTAL SAFEGUARD ACTIVITIES 

3.1 General Description of Environmental Safeguard Activities 

48. Environment Specialist of PMC developed weekly environmental monitoring checklists 

(see Annexure-2) for the environmental compliance of the subprojects. This checklist 

is based on the recommended mitigation measures given in the EMP for 

environmental safeguard at different stages of the subprojects. Contractors were 

orientated how to fill out the checklist. A checklist for the bi annual Environment 

reporting has also been formed to analyse the follow up of the ongoing subprojects 

(see Annexure-5). 

49. Environmental Inspectors of PMC conducted environmental safeguard trainings of 

contractor’s staff and workers on each subproject with the purpose to build capacity of 
the staff in environmental compliance monitoring and in ensuring environmental 

safeguards for the subprojects. These trainings focused on EMPs of the subproject, 

environmental monitoring checklists, environmental monitoring activities and Health, 

Environment and Safety (HSE) of staff and workers. Knowledge on potential hazards 

on the site and procedures to avoid such hazards and actions in case of any 

incident/accident were communicated to contractor’s staff and workers. Environment 
Specialists of PMC has followed up these trainings by assessing the capacity of 

contractors’ staff and workers during site visits. HSE officer of contractors are not 

hired so training to be provided to the crew by them is marred.  

3.2 Site Audits 

50. PMC has undertaken site inspections of all under execution subprojects. The findings 

of these inspections are being updated regularly in monthly environmental monitoring 

reports. Contractors are advised to submit weekly environmental monitoring reports to 

PMC and implement the environmental compliance activities in accordance with the 

approved IEEs/EMPs. Contractors have improved over the time during this project 

tenure.     

51. Environmental Inspectors of PMC carried out field visits of all subprojects on regular 

basis. During these field visits meetings were convened with the contractors' staff and 

workers, visual observations and photographs are taken and key findings are 

discussed with the concerned engineering staff and the contractors. 

Recommendations are communicated to the contractor to address environmental 

issues and non-compliances on all the subprojects. Corrective Action Plan (CAP) is 

revised for all the subprojects in consultation with the contractor’s staff. 

3.3 Issues Tracking (Based on Non-Conformance Notices) 

52. The overall environmental progress of almost all of the subprojects improved during 

this reporting period. The total average compliance status was 72%, ranging from 
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44% at Qadirabad to 88% at Jhang and Thatha Mahalla. The average compliance 

status is calculated on the basis of observation checklist attached as Annex-5 and 

shown in exhibit 9 below.  

 

  Overall conformance Level of All Sub-Projects 

53. The major issues opened during this reporting periods were 

i. Absence of safety signs at various subproject sites 

ii. No environmental and HSE trainings at almost all subproject sites 

iii. Major non-conformance at Qadirabad site 

54. Issue no i. was closed after placement of signboards at all appropriate places at 

subproject sites. For issue No. ii, The Project Managers of subprojects have carried 

out some trainings, while at Jhelum FB, the Contractor`s PM is himself resolving the 

Environmental issues, since no individual Environmentalist is hires by the contractor, 

but each site supervisor is taking care of environmental issues, HSE management 

and risk assessment is being done before each activity.  

55. Issue No. iii remains open in this reporting period as site conditions at Qadirabad 

subproject did not improve in-spite of many notices. The noncompliance notices are 

attached at the end of report as annex-6  

 Summary of Issues Tracking Activity for Current Period 

Total Number of Issues for Project 3 

Number of Open Issues or closed late 1 

Number of Closed Issues 2 

Percentage Closed 66% 

66

44

86

88

76

72

78

0 20 40 60 80 100

Overall Environmental Compliance

Shujabad        

Muzaffargarh

Taunsa

Jhang

Jhelum

Qadirabad

Marala              
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3.4 Trends 

56. The information from previous reporting periods and the current reporting period are 

used to identify trends in conformance and issues. The percentage conformance 

status of the project has declined somewhat since the last bi-annual reporting period 

as shown in Exhibits 11 & 12 below: 
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57. The poor conformance status at Qadirabad site is quite similar to the previous, 

however conformance status of all the subprojects has declined.  
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58. The Exhibit 13 depicts overall status in percentage of environmental conformance. 

The status of main issues in each bi-annual reporting period is presented below. 

 Total No. of Issues in each Reporting Period  

Biannual 
Report No 

Total No of 
Issues 

% issues Closed 
% issues closed 

late/open 

1 5 40% 60% 

2 6 67% 33% 

3 4 50% 50% 

4 3 66% 34% 

59. The percentage of issues, which are closed late, i-e not within the same BAMR 

reporting period or are still open (open issue off this BAMR) is being increased with 

the passage of time and with the overall decline in conformance level of the project. 

(Overall conformance is already discussed in previous section).  

60. A copy of all NCN’s for all major Non-Conformances is provided in an annex-6. 
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4 RESULTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING 

4.1 Overview of Monitoring Conducted during Current Period 

61. Environmental monitoring consists of two types. The first type requires field sampling 

and lab analysis for example water quality, air quality and noise levels. The second 

type refers to visual inspections of such things as soil erosion, restoration of 

vegetation, solid waste disposal and so on. The field sampling and lab analysis has 

been conducted, including air, noise, and water quality during the reporting period. 

Field inspections have been undertaken by the on-site Project Manager of the 

contractor on a regular basis.  Environment Inspectors of PMC undertook field 

inspections on fortnightly basis. Environmental Specialist of PMC also inspected 

subprojects on periodical basis. PMC prepared Corrective Action Plans in consultation 

with contractors. 

62. The environmental monitoring was carried out by PMC to assess actual nature and 

extent of key impacts and the effectiveness of mitigation and enhancement measures 

outlined in the Initial Environmental Examination (IEEs) and Environmental 

Management Plans (EMPs). The IEEs prepared for subprojects includes 

Environmental management plan (EMP) that addresses the potential impacts (Annex-

1). Mitigation measures are considered so that the projects are designed, constructed, 

and operated in compliance with applicable national and provincial laws and 

regulations and meets the requirements of ADB SPS (2009). Contractors are provided 

with monitoring checklist for the better understanding of the Environment. (ANNEX-

2[A&B]). The overall status of Environmental Compliance was monitored and 

presented as Annex 5.  

4.2 Summary of Monitoring Outcomes 

63. The Impact monitoring of some environmental parameters are discussed hereunder: 

4.2.1 Instrumental Monitoring    

64. The instrumental monitoring for the air, water, etc was not undertaken by any of the 

contractor. All the observations are based upon visual monitoring.  

65. Visual observations were made to monitor regular water sprinkling at dust prone areas 

during the construction activities and to monitor the vehicular emissions to minimize 

the smoke emissions. Contractors ensured water sprinkling at most of the sites. 

Contractors are advised to regularly tune and check up their construction vehicles and 

machinery to comply the vehicular exhaust emission levels. Contractors regularly tune 

their vehicles at all the subproject sites. Contractors are advised to ensure use of 

masks and helmets by workers. Also, they were advised to transport excavated 

material by using covers on the dumpers to avoid spills. 
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4.2.2 Water Quality 

66. Subproject construction activities should not lead to pollution or contamination of 

surface and groundwater in the subproject area knowing that contamination bears 

direct effects on human health. Therefore, preventive measures are required to be 

taken to save water sources. Contractors are guided to take measures at camp site to 

prevent water pollution in the adjoining water channel and in groundwater: 

Construction of sewage system with septic tank to dispose of sanitary wastewater and 

lined wash areas are the other measures contractors were asked to take to prevent 

pollution of water. Furthermore, contractors are asked to avoid oils spills in subproject 

areas.   

67. Environment staff of PMC has observed no surface or groundwater pollution caused 

by construction activities. Contractors, though not all, tested drinking water from 

certified government labs Contractors who have not submitted drinking water quality 

assessment reports were advised to submit on urgent basis. No water borne disease 

(gastro, diarrhoea, etc.) has been noticed. Sewerage system/septic tanks at camp 

sites were constructed.  Contractors are advised to ensure operation and 

maintenance of drainage system to avoid contamination of ground and surface water 

sources. Contractors are also advised to avoid oil spill to protect ground water and 

surface water channels.   

4.2.3 Soil Erosion 

68. No damages to the agricultural lands due to borrow pits or soil erosion is observed so 

far as mostly soil is obtained from local uplands from their owners who in return get 

their agricultural land levelled. Still the contractors have been advised to proceed after 

written agreements. Contractors are also advised to make complete line plans for 

excavation and transportation showing the distance of the borrow pits from the 

construction sites and to get them approved from Project Manager of PMC. 

4.2.4 Natural Habitat Protection 

69. The contractors are advised to avoid damaging the natural habitats and to replant the 

damaged plants, if unavoidable, after construction. Also, the native wildlife and 

habitats should not be disturbed. However, no tree has been cut during construction 

processes on any of the subproject. Similarly, no native species are being disturbed 

due to the construction activities. Tree plantation cost (1% of the subproject cost) is 

kept for tree plantation for each subproject. Strategy on tree plantation is in the 

process of formulation.   

70. Neither flora nor fauna were disturbed by the contractors at any of the subproject area 

since the subprojects involve only reconstruction of existing structures which locate 

farer to wildlife habitats. Wildlife sanctuary does exist near Taunsa subproject. 
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Mitigation measures to avoid any disturbance to this sanctuary as envisaged in IEE, 

are being adopted by the contractor. No hunting of birds and animals is reported. 

Continuous monitoring is being carried out by environmental inspectors of PMC to 

check any hunting activity or activities damaging vegetation or wildlife habitat.  

4.3 Material Resources Utilisation 

4.3.1 Current Period 

71. The use of water in construction sites for human needs, is basically related to the 

essential demands of employees of the construction site and these are preserved in 

accordance with the labour laws. In the construction site, the human water 

consumption, is for the following facilities: sanitary, housing, dining place, laundry, and 

kitchen, when preparing meals.  

72. The other major use of water and fuel is for the sprinkling of water at project site for 

compaction and around the project site for dust control. Oil has been also used for 

project equipment, like generators, machinery and vehicles. Consumption of Water 

and Oil in gallon for the reporting period is given in exhibit 14 below. 

 Material Resource Utilisation 
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4.4 Waste Management 

73. Domestic Waste, from camps, offices, labours, etc., and construction Waste including 

hazardous waste from construction sites, are the two types of waste being generated 

at the project sites. 

74. The waste generated from the cutting of earth is reused for filling of embankment. 

There will be no disposal of earth. Negligible construction waste including wires 

cutters, plastic and paper, etc. is generate at the site which can be recycled and 
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reused in second market. Currently all such waste is segregated disposed of 

temporarily on designated sites, identified and demarked before construction. Such 

waste is then removed to be reused in second market on regular interval with the help 

of specified subcontractors, assigned by each contractor. 

75. Domestic waste is disposed of in low lying areas or depression on other side of 

protection Bund, where water becomes stagnant and becomes a breeding place for 

disease vectors like malarial mosquitoes. This method is identified in IEE reports and 

also the general practice of local municipality. Dumping waste material in these ponds 

achieve two purposes: disposing off waste material and filling the pond to make the 

sites more health friendly. 

4.5 Health and Safety 

4.5.1 Community Health and Safety 

76. The safety of the local people is a major concern, due to which all the contractors 

were advised to place safety signs (safety cautions, safety cones, safety tapes etc.) 

on site. Campsites were established 100 meters away from the human settlements at 

all the subprojects. Subproject signs were not properly placed at Qadirabad and 

Marala. Contractors ensured water sprinkling at all subproject sites. The contractors 

were advised to place safety signs for the protection of community from any incident. 

Traffic operations are smooth on all subprojects since no complaint is received from 

the community in this regard. Furthermore, no complaints have been received of 

damage to public/community assets and infrastructure. 

4.5.2 Workers` Safety and Health 

77. The workers were persuaded for use of proper safety equipment such as helmets, 

goggles, masks, shoes etc. during construction activities. Other safety measures to 

avoid exposure to accidents due to construction, vehicle movements and machinery 

operations were to be ensured.  

78. The findings of monitoring activities reveal that contractor have provided HSE 

trainings to the workers at Jhang/Thatta Mahala, Taunsa and Muzaffargarh 

subprojects. Personal Protective Equipment (PPEs) were provided to the workers on 

all subproject sites, except Qadirabad. Contractors were advised to ensure provision 

and utilization of PPEs on all the subprojects. First Aid kits are not available at Marala 

and Qadirabad subprojects and ambulance was available only at Jhang/Thatta 

Mahala subproject. However, no major accident/incident was reported. Contractors 

were advised to ensure provision of both First Aid Kit and Ambulance on priority basis.       
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4.6 Training 

79. Environmental Expert and Environmental Inspector of PMC provided training on 

environmental safeguard to the contractor’s staff and labour. These trainings covered 

Healthy Safety and Environment (HSE), Environmental Management Plan and 

Grievance Redress Mechanism. HSE officers where deputed by the contractor 

provided training to staff and labour on HSE.  
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5 FUNCTIONING OF THE SSEMP 

5.1 SSEMP Review 

80. Contractors were required to prepare Site Specific Environmental Monitoring Plan 

(SSEMP), including environmental management measures, risk assessment, 

Environmental Management and Monitoring Plan (EMMP), Emergency Response 

Plan (ERP), Borrow Area Management Plan, Traffic Management Plan, Health 

Environment and Safety Plan, and Tree Plantation Plan.   

81. The SSEMPs for all subprojects have been prepared except Qadirabad.  

82. As these subprojects mainly involve soil / earthworks, dust suppression measures 

were stressed upon by the PMC staff. The contractors` staff was persuaded to 

maintain good house-keeping and waste generation/management. 
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6 GOOD PRACTICE AND OPPORTUNITY FOR IMPROVEMENT 

6.1 Good Practice 

83. In most workplaces, accidents are a nuisance for the worker and a headache for 

Project Management Team. However, at construction sites, accidents have the 

potential to be life threatening. With every new story about environmental disasters 

and trapped labourers, construction sites become less and less appealing — even as 

the population grows and demands for new, updated structures increase. Regarded 

as one of the most dangerous professions, construction work on the job site can be 

considered anything but entirely safe. Obviously, the employers do need to 

mitigate safety hazards to construction workers, but the workers need to keep in mind 

a lot of precautions themselves when working in such hazardous conditions. 

84. Thus, construction sites must be strived to safeguard their employees if not for the 

ethical reasons, then for the economic ones. Here are eight ways construction 

businesses can reduce workplace accidents. The following Good Practices at project 

sites:  

6.1.1 Awareness 

85. Before any worker — no matter his or her role or experience level — can set foot on a 

construction site, he or she must be fully cognizant of the possible hazards. Ignorant 

workers are perhaps the biggest dangers at any construction sight, as their unknowing 

mistakes put everyone else at risk. Understanding of perils at hand and sustaining a 

perpetual state of alertness is perhaps the number-one best way to prevent accidents 

for which awareness campaign and risk assessment of each activity is done before 

start of the new activity for the staff. 

6.1.2 Training 

86. Though most of a construction worker’s skills can be gained on the job, safety is one 

skill set that is best learned before works enter the construction site. Occasional 

trainings are held on all sites for the labourers on standard safety and security 

practices. Experienced workers were also provided with same trainings to refresh their 

knowledge of standard safety by attending regular training sessions throughout the 

project cycle. 

6.1.3 Communication 

87. Accidents are more likely to occur when workers are unsure what to expect. Direct 

communication regarding the day’s goals and activities resulted in cut down on 

surprises that could cause bodily harm. Construction workers and supervisors are 

equipped with devices, like smartphones or headsets, which allow fast and efficient 

communication among team members. 
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6.1.4 Supervision 

88. Ideally, construction workers would fully understand the ramifications of inadequate 

safety precautions and thus act in a manner to ensure site-wide well-being — but this 

is not a perfect world. So, every site must have a strong supervisor who is willing and 

capable of enforcing safety standards with no exceptions. Such supervision is 

provided in almost all the sites (giving the best conformance level of +90%).  

6.2 Opportunities for Improvement 

6.2.1 Documentation 

89. It is noticed almost all of the subproject sites, although the most of the environmental 

issues are being catered but their documentation and record keeping is poor. 

Documenting all work in the field will make issues easier than ever before to mitigate. 

6.2.2 Environmental Staff and Logistics 

90. Currently Environmental Unit of PMC is comprised of One Environmental Expert 

(intermittent) and one Environmental Inspector for all sites. Condition of available 

resources and other logistics are also scarce. A strong Environmental Unit, proper 

monitoring regime and follow up of non-conformance notices can improve the 

situation.  

6.2.3 Innovation 

91. The development of new practices that will enhance safety and security should always 

be encouraged, and workers should avoid speaking against legislation aimed at 

improving safety protocols. Perhaps with enough innovation, all construction sites can 

give 100 percent conformance. 

6.2.4 Transparency 

92. The worst thing any construction contractor can do for its reputation is attempting a 

cover-up. Hiding accidents not only lowers the opinion of a single endeavour — it 

paints the construction sites as a whole in a negative light. Ultimately, people 

understand that accidents happen, and as long as contractors are doing their best to 

foster a safe environment for their workers, any accidents that do occur will only 

contribute to the growing need to augment modern safety techniques. Transparency, 

along with the other practices on this list, will help construction as a whole become a 

safer industry in which to work. 
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7 SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

93. All subprojects have been completed. PMC environment team had orientated 

contractors and their staff on how to carry out environmental monitoring. They were 

advised to undertake noise, air and water quality monitoring and testing and submit 

essential reports. Cost for these tests is kept in IEEs and EMPs.  

94. PMC environment team has orientated all the contractors on environmental 

compliances as per IEEs/EMPs. It has been observed that environmental 

management was much better on the subprojects where contractor has hired 

HSE/Environment Compliance Officers, such as Jhang FB, Shujabad FB, Nawabpur 

& Akbar FB, Muzaffargarh FB, and Taunsa FB. Jhelum FB was also satisfactory as 

Contractor`s PM had additional responsibility of looking after the HSE and 

Environmental Compliance at site.  

95. PMC has issued notices to the contractor on non-compliance of environmental 

safeguard measures related to environmental management and health, environment, 

and safety of workers and public. Mutually agreed Corrective Action Plan was also 

devised for each subproject and communicated to the contractors. PMC has advised 

the contractor to address non-compliance as per agreed Corrective Action Plan.  



     

 ________________________________________________________________________ 
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ANNEX-1 Environmental Management Plan 

 
Activity Impacts Mitigation Measures Monitoring Indicators Frequency Responsibility 

Construction Phase 

Establishment of Camp, 
Manpower, and 
Machinery/ Equipment/ 
Stone stacking yard/ 
Workshop etc. 

Conflict due to use 
of privately owned 
agriculture land for 
camp construction 

Establishment of camp on 
government levelled land 
away from population.  
Approval of camp site from 
the Engineer will be 
obtained. 

Approval obtained from 
the Engineer; 
Photographic record 
maintained; Camp 
established on existing 
colony protection bund 

At time of 
camp 
establishment

Execution by 
contractor 
Monitoring by ESU 
of PIU and PMC 

Social conflicts due 
to influx of external 
workforce 
 
Child labour 
 

Establishment of camp on 
government levelled land 
away from population.  
Contractor need to obtain 
approval from the Engineer. 
Hiring of work force from 
local communities; 
Awareness raising of 
residents for safety 
protection. Awareness 
raising of labour to ensure 
respect for local customs and 
norms. 
Child labour will be 
prohibited at sub-project 
sites. 

Camp established at 
least 500m away from 
the nearest community; 
Local hired workforce; 
Any complaint from the 
local community. 

Presence of National 
Identity card or relevant 
document 

Fortnightly 

 

Execution by 
contractor 
Monitoring by ESU of 
PIU and PMC 

Conflicts arising 
due to 
mixing of local and 
migratory job 
seekers. 

Preference to provide jobs to 
local job seekers; Motivation 
to the workers for a peaceful 
work environment. 

Jobs given to locals; 
Community Complaint 
Register. 

Fortnightly Execution by 
contractor 
Monitoring by ESU of 
PIU and PMC 

Workers safety and 
hygienic conditions 

Health risks due to 
unsafe and 
unhygienic living 

Preparation and 
implementation of OHS Plan. 
Safety measures taken by 

Approved OHS Plan. 

Evidence of OHS 

Daily Execution by 
contractor 
Monitoring by ESU of 
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Activity Impacts Mitigation Measures Monitoring Indicators Frequency Responsibility 
environment. 
Disposal of wastes 

the contractor such as 
installation of firefighting 
equipment, safe storage of 
hazardous material, fencing, 
provision of first aid facilities 
etc.; Contingency measures 
in case of accidents; 
Obligatory insurance of 
contractor’s staff and laborers 
against accidents; Provision 
of adequate sanitation, 
washing, lighting, cooking 
and dormitory facilities. OHS 
trainings to construction and 
camp staff. 

trainings conducted. 
Accident/Incident 
reported. Approved 
emergency response 
plan. 
Details of firefighting 
systems. 

PIU and PMC 

Camp site security Security hazards. 
Security related 
conflicts with local 
community. 

Proper fencing of the camp 
site; 
Deployment of guards for 
security; Friendly relations 
with the local community. 

Reporting of security 
issue. Community 
complaint register is 
available at project site. 

Monthly Execution by 
contractor 
Monitoring by ESU of 
PIU and PMC 

Parking/repair of 
machinery and 
equipment 

Soil and water 
contamination due 
to spillage of liquid 
wastes 
(lubricants, fuel, 
chemicals from the 
machinery yard). 

Proper maintenance of 
machinery and equipment; 
Ensuring proper storage and 
disposal of used oil etc.; 
Ensuring good housekeeping 
practices at workshop areas; 
Avoiding waste oil spill into 
soil and adjoining river; 
Appropriate arrangements 
such as usage of concrete 
base drip pans to avoid spills 
during fuelling/oil change. 

Any spill observed; 
Availability of sealed 
containers for used oils 
and lubricants; Spill 
contingency plan 
available. 
Spill disposal options. 
 

Daily Execution by 
contractor 
Monitoring by ESU of 
PIU and PMC 

Operation of diesel 
operated generators 

Deterioration of air 
quality;  Noise 

Proper tuning and 
maintenance of generators. 

Low smoke emissions; 
Noise levels within 

Daily Execution by 
contractor 
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Activity Impacts Mitigation Measures Monitoring Indicators Frequency Responsibility 
level exceeding 75 
dB harmful for 
receptors. 

permissible limits (75dB 
at day time and 65dB at 
night time). Noise and 
emission test report of 
generator is available 
with the contractor 
office 

Monitoring by ESU of 
PIU and PMC 

Use of water for 
construction and 
consumption 

Conflict with local 
water demand. 

The contractor to make his 
own arrangements for water 
required for construction 
ensuring that water 
availability and supply to 
nearby communities remain 
unaffected like new water 
well, sufficient yield available 
in existing water wells, etc.). 

Monitoring and record 
of water resources 
used. 

Fortnightly Execution by 
contractor 
Monitoring by ESU of 
PIU and PMC 

Water supply to labour 
camp 

Water related 
health risks 
(Gastroenteritis, 
Diarrhoea etc.) 

Provision of safe drinking 
water supply at the camp as 
well as at working places by 
the contractor. 
Ensuring water quality 
analysis from a certified 
laboratory. 

Any water borne 
disease observed; 
Water quality reports 
submitted. 
 

Quarterly Execution by 
contractor 
Monitoring by ESU of 
PIU and PMC 

Sanitation and waste 
water disposal 

Soil and water 
contamination 

Avoid disposal of sewage 
into adjoining water bodies; 
Provision of sewage 
treatment arrangement such 
as lined septic tank and 
collection chamber; Pumping 
of sewage from collection 
chamber and disposal away 
from the camp and any other 
settlement. 

Monitoring compliance 
to Regular disposal of 
sanitary waste; 
Photographic record; 
Visual inspections. 

Monthly Execution by 
contractor 
Monitoring by ESU of 
PIU and PMC 

Solid waste generation Land pollution Ensure proper collection and Covered disposal Weekly Execution by 
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Activity Impacts Mitigation Measures Monitoring Indicators Frequency Responsibility 
disposal of waste generated 
from camp at designated 
disposal pit (away from the 
camp site) approved by the 
Engineer; Prohibition on 
burning of waste; Good 
housekeeping practices to 
minimize waste generation. 

containers placed at 
camp; Designated 
disposal pit available; 
Visual inspections. 

contractor 
Monitoring by ESU of 
PIU and PMC 

Storage, handling, and 
transport of  hazardous 
materials 

Work safety and 
human health 
risks 

Provision of double / 
secondary containment for 
storage of hazardous 
material (if any). 

Procedure for incident 
reporting available. 

Weekly Execution by 
contractor 
Monitoring by ESU of 
PIU and PMC 

Restoration of camp 
area 

Low aesthetic 
value if camp site 
is not restored to 
its original 
landscape 

Removal of all the material 
from the camp site. 

Restoration plan is 
available and 
approved. 
Camp area restored. 
Pre and Post project 
photographic record. 
 

At time of 
demobilization 
of the 
contractor 

Execution by 
contractor 
Monitoring by ESU of 
PIU and PMC 

Work Places 
Manpower at work Occupational 

Health and Safety 
(OHS) issues 

Preparation and 
implementation of OHS Plan. 
Provision of Personal 
Protective Equipment (PPE); 
Provision of first aid facilities; 
Provision of emergency 
vehicle (ambulance) 

Approved OHS Plan. 

Evidence of OHS 
trainings conducted. 
PPE provided; First aid 
facilities provided; 
Record of injuries/ 
illness. 
Inspection reports of 
ambulance. Availability 
of Emergency 
Response Plan. 

Daily Execution by 
contractor 
Monitoring by ESU of 
PIU and PMC 

Operation and 
movement of machinery 

Deterioration of 
air quality due to 

Proper engine tuning of 
machinery/equipment; 

Gas emissions 
minimized; 

Fortnightly 
 

Execution by 
contractor 
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Activity Impacts Mitigation Measures Monitoring Indicators Frequency Responsibility 
and equipment 
 
 

exhaust gases 
and dust 
emissions 

Water sprinkling at dust 
prone areas. 

Dust emissions 
controlled. 

Monitoring by ESU of 
PIU and PMC 

Noise from 
vehicles, 
compaction 
rollers, concrete 
mixers and 
construction 
equipment 
exceeding 75 dB 
is harmful for 
receptors. 

Proper engine tuning of 
machinery/equipment; 
Tightening of loose and 
vibratory parts; 
Avoid night time traffic 
particularly near 
communities. 

Noise monitoring report 
is available. 
Vehicle and machinery 
maintenance log. 
Record of noise levels 
within permissible limits 
(75dB at day time and 
65dB at night time). 

Daily Execution by 
contractor 
Monitoring by ESU of 
PIU and PMC 

Transportation of 
construction material 

Smoke and dust 
generation; 
Dispersal of un-
covered/unsecured 
construction 
material during 
transportation; 
Chance of 
accidents; 
Damage to access 
roads/ other 
infrastructure. 

Use earth material with the 
approval of the Engineer; 
Procure shingle/ stone from 
quarry approved by the 
Engineer; Regular inspection, 
tuning, and maintenance of 
transport vehicles; Material 
transport in closed containers 
or covered with canvas 
(Tarpal) sheets. Avoid night 
time activity; 
Maintain liaison with 
communities; Repair of 
damaged roads/ other 
infrastructure. 

Vehicles properly 
maintained; (Vehicles 
maintenance record); 
Designated borrow and 
quarry areas used; No 
fall of transported 
material; Damaged 
road / infrastructure 
repaired. 

Daily Execution by 
contractor 
Monitoring by ESU of 
PIU and PMC 

Soil erosion and 
contamination 

Restrict vehicle speeds to 
30km/h.; Restriction on repair 
of vehicles and equipment in 
the field. 

Monitoring compliance; 
Log of vehicle and 
equipment repairs; Soil 
erosion observed 

Fortnightly Execution by 
contractor 
Monitoring by ESU 
of PIU and PMC 

Air pollution Use of properly tuned 
machinery and vehicles to 

Route maps of vehicle 
movement; Log of 

Daily Execution by 
contractor 
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Activity Impacts Mitigation Measures Monitoring Indicators Frequency Responsibility 
avoid exhaust emissions; 
Sprinkling of water on site 
and on routes near 
communities. 

vehicle maintenance. 
Log of non-compliance 
with respect to 
aggressive driving. 

Monitoring by ESU 
of PIU and PMC 

Water pollution Avoid washing of vehicles 
along the water bodies. 

Monitoring compliance; 
Water quality testing. 

Monthly Execution by 
contractor 
Monitoring by ESU 
of PIU and PMC 

Noise pollution Use of muffles (silencers) in 
vehicles to minimize noise; 
Avoiding movement of 
vehicles at night near 
communities. 

No construction 
activities at night; Log 
of vehicle movement; 
Visual inspections of 
the vehicles. 

Daily 
 

Execution by 
contractor 
Monitoring by ESU 
of PIU and PMC 

Occupational, 
Health and Safety 
issues 

Preparation and 
implementation of OHS Plan. 
Fixing of sign board at 
detours; Use of PPE; 
Awareness raising of drivers; 
Avoiding speedy movement 
of vehicles near 
communities; Training of 
construction workers and 
others; Regular liaison with 
communities. Safe Driving 
Training 

Approved OHS Plan. 

Evidence of OHS 
trainings conducted. 
PPEs used by workers; 
Reflectorized road 
signs; Visual 
inspections. 
Community feedback 
consultations 
Record of training 
Medical record 

Fortnightly 
 

Execution by 
contractor 
Monitoring by ESU 
of PIU and PMC 

Damage to 
infrastructure 

Restoration/ rehabilitation of 
damaged infrastructure with 
entire satisfaction of the 
affected persons. 

Visual inspections.    
Photographic records. 
Consultations/Interview
s, Infrastructure 
restoration records. 

Monthly 
 

Execution by 
contractor 
Monitoring by ESU 
of PIU and PMC 

Construction works 
 
 

Soil erosion and 
contamination 

Proper compaction to 
minimize soil and water 
erosion; Dowel is to be 

Erosion observed; 
Photographic record; 
Contamination signs 

Fortnightly Execution by 
contractor 
Monitoring by ESU 
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Activity Impacts Mitigation Measures Monitoring Indicators Frequency Responsibility 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

constructed and maintained 
at a stable gradient 
according to design 
specifications to minimize 
erosion; The wall and toe of 
mole; Machinery and 
equipment will not be 
repaired and maintained at 
the site; No waste effluents 
will be released in to the 
water bodies. 

observed. 
Visual Observations 

of PIU and PMC 

Accident risks 
Preparation and 
implementation of OHS Plan. 
Provision of PPEs; Provision 
of first aid kits and 
emergency vehicle. 
Emergency response teams. 

PPEs provided; Record 
of any accident. First 
aid kit provided. 
 

Daily Execution by 
contractor 
Monitoring by ESU 
of PIU and PMC 

Damage to crops 
and cultivated area 

Crops and cultivated area is 
away from site so, the 
subproject will likely not to 
cause any damage to 
agriculture crops. In case of 
any crop damage, 
compensation will be paid to 
the Affected person. 

Crop damage 
observed; 

Complaints from the 
communities. 
Compensation 
mechanism. 

Daily 
Execution by 
contractor 
Monitoring by ESU 
of PIU and PMC 

Loss of natural 
vegetation and 
associated fauna 

There is no cutting or 
removal of trees. 

However, as per Punjab 
Government policy, 1% of the 
project cost has been 
allocated for tree plantation 
for better environment. For 
this purpose, a tree 

Approved tree 
plantation plan 
Record of tree cutting; 
Record of borrow areas 
management / 
restoration 
Photographic record; 
Visual observations 

Daily 
 

Execution by 
contractor 
Monitoring by ESU 
of PIU and PMC 
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Activity Impacts Mitigation Measures Monitoring Indicators Frequency Responsibility 
plantation plan will be 
prepared including the type 
of species, location for 
plantation and other 
necessary information. This 
plan will also compensate 
any unlikely tree cutting 
involved during project 
implementation. Selection of 
borrow area with least 
vegetation cover. Soft start 
for allowing time to reptiles to 
move away from the project 
site 
Restriction on hunting, 
shooting, trapping, and 
poaching of wild species 

 

Damage to 
infrastructure 

Restoration/ rehabilitation of 
damaged infrastructure with 
entire satisfaction of the 
affected persons/ authorities. 

Visual inspections; 
Photographic records; 
Consultations/Interview
s, Infrastructure 
restoration records. 

Monthly 
 

Execution by 
contractor 
Monitoring by ESU 
of PIU and PMC 

Noise pollution Use of noise reduction 
devices; Regular inspection, 
Maintenance and lubrication 
of the construction vehicle 
and equipment; Use of PPEs 
such as earplugs and 
earmuffs by the workers; 
Avoid night time activity. 

No construction 
activities at night; 
Log of vehicle 
movement; 
Visual inspections of 
the vehicles. 
Noise monitoring 
reports of vehicles 

Daily Execution by 
contractor 
Monitoring by ESU 
of PIU and PMC 

Air pollution Proper engine tuning of 
machinery/ equipment; Water 
sprinkling particularly at work 
sites near the communities. 

Dust emission 
controlled; 
Emission monitoring 
reports; 

Daily Execution by 
contractor 
Monitoring by ESU 
of PIU and PMC 
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Activity Impacts Mitigation Measures Monitoring Indicators Frequency Responsibility 
Evidence of 
measurement records; 

Land degradation; 
Soil erosion; 
pooling / ponding 
of water and 
drainage problem 

Approval of borrow sites 
Excavation of borrow sites as 
per specifications. 

Visual inspections; 
Photographic records. 
Record on borrow 
areas 
management/restoratio
n 
Photographic records. 

Fortnightly Execution by 
contractor 
Monitoring by ESU 
of PIU and PMC 

Residual wastes; 
Construction 
material waste 

Removal of any left-over 
construction material/wastes 
from the construction sites. 

Waste material 
removed. Visual 
inspection 

End of the 
rehabilitatio
n works 

Execution by 
contractor 
Monitoring by ESU 
of PIU and PMC 

Safety/health measures 
for local population 

Accident risks, 
particularly for 
local population 
living within/near 
the subproject 
especially women, 
children, and 
elderly people; 
Public awareness 
campaigns through 
display of sign 
board at site and 
haulage routes; 
Vulnerability to 
accidents; 
Deterioration of 
health due to dust 

Public awareness campaigns 
through display of sign board 
at site and haulage routes; 
Public consultation to 
maintain community integrity 
and social links; Setting up 
speed limits (not more than 
30 Km in work areas); 
Availability of first aid box for 
locals; Strict enforcement 
keeping non-working 
persons, particularly children, 
away from work sites; 
Adequate signage to 
manage traffic at sites, 
haulage, and access roads; 
Ensure water sprinkling. 

Visual observations; 
Record of accidents. 
Any complaint from the 
community (Community 
complaint register). 
Availability of adequate 
number of standard first 
aid kits with the 
contractor at subproject 
sites. 

All 
activities 
on daily 
basis 
except 
public 
consultatio
n that will 
be carried 
out on 
monthly 
basis 

Execution by 
contractor 
Monitoring by ESU 
of PIU and PMC 
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Activity Impacts Mitigation Measures Monitoring Indicators Frequency Responsibility 
Excavation and 
restoration of Borrow 
Area 

Change in land 
use pattern 
Soil erosion; 
Visual sores in 
landscape; 
Dust pollution; 
Public health risks 
due to mosquito-
breeding places; 
Land disputes; 
Loss of potential 
crop land; Loss of 
vegetation; Loss of 
fauna 

Restoration and 
Environmental enhancement 
plan to be prepared. Use of 
borrow areas with Engineer’s 
approval at specified depth; 
Limited movement of 
machinery; 
Documentation of area; 
Ensuring areas under crops 
are not used as borrow 
areas; Levelling and dressing 
of borrow areas; Water 
sprinkling; Rescue of any 
encountered species. 

Borrow area restoration 
plan prepared and 
approved 
Visual observation; 
Photographic records. 
Record of borrow area 
restoration 
Borrow area 
compensation records 
Community complaints 
 

Daily Execution by 
contractor 
Monitoring by ESU 
of PIU and PMC 
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ANNEX-2 A Daily Monitoring Checklist 

Description Status 
Additional 
Comments 

A-Physical Conditions   

1-Ambient air quality   

Are dust emissions being regulated through sprinkling water on the 
routes being used by the Contractor? □Yes □No  

Are vehicle speeds being monitored to avoid excessive dust 
emissions at dust prone areas? □Yes □No  

Are vehicle properly tuned/maintained to reduce air emissions? □Yes □No  

2. Noise Control   

Are noise levels remained within safe limits (<75dB)? □Yes □No  

In case excessive noise levels are detected have appropriate 
mitigation measures been taken? □Yes □No  

Is restriction on playing tape records and blowing pressure horns 
etc. is being observed? □Yes □No  

2-Waste Material   

Has any natural drainage been disturbed or altered? □Yes □No  

Are the waste bins emptied regularly in the burn pit? □Yes □No  

Is food waste disposed in the open? □Yes □No  

Is the combustible waste burnt regularly in the burn pit? □Yes □No  

Is any medical waste generated and handled properly? □Yes □No  

3-Fuel/Lubricant    

Are the fuel tanks properly marked with their contents? □Yes □No  

Are the fuels and oils handled in a safe manner, ensuring no 
leakage or spillage? □Yes □No  

Any spillage of liquid waste occurred? □Yes □No  

If spillage occurred, managed properly? □Yes □No  

4-Traffic management   

Is vehicle speed limit of 30 km/hr. being followed? □Yes □No  

Is the movement of all project vehicles and personnel been 
restricted to within the work areas? □Yes □No 

 

Do all vehicles and equipment have muffles to reduce noise levels 
whilst working close to communities? □Yes □No  

Movement of machinery restricted to designated routes?  □Yes □No  

Construction vehicles, machinery and equipment stated in 
designated places within RoW? □Yes □No  
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B-Biological Conditions   

1-Flora   

Has any tree cut/uprooted? □Yes □No  

Have trees and branches been used as fuel wood? □Yes □No  

2-Fauna    

Are the drivers careful and watchful about wild and domestic 
animals? □Yes □No  

Any damage to animals? □Yes □No  

C-Socio-economic    

1-Community   

During construction have good management practices been 
adopted by avoiding disturbance to areas adjacent to work area? □Yes □No  

Are complaints from local communities being registered and 
responded to? □Yes □No  

Have the local communities been formally notified about methods 
for registering complaints? □Yes □No                                    

Is un-necessary interference to adjoining private agriculture land 
avoided? □Yes □No                                    

Are damages (if any) to private property repaired and/or 
compensated by the Contractor? □Yes □No                                    

Are metaled roads properly maintained? □Yes □No                                    

2-Work Force   

Are proper hygienic facilities being provided? □Yes □No  

Are sufficient guards for security deployed? □Yes □No  

 

Name _______________________________ Signature ___________________ 

Additional Comments:  
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ANNEX-2 B Urdu Brochures for Environmental Awareness for Contractor staff 
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ANNEX-4 Guidelines for Camp Site Selection 

• Contractor should locate camp facilities preferably at distance of 500 m or with the 
approval of PMC at a minimum distance of 100 m from existing settlements, built up 
areas or wildlife habitats. 

 
• The construction camp will be established in areas where vegetation cover removal 

and tree cutting can be avoided. 
 

• The camp areas should have adequate natural drainage to facilitate the flow of 
treated effluents preferably within the works and services land. 

 
• The camp site should not be at blind spots, sharp turns to avoid any accidents due to 

movement of machinery from the camp area. Properly designed warning signs and 
speed humps should be provided at inlet and outlet of the camp site. 

 

• If camp land is on lease, the land owners should be compensated as per lease 
agreements. 

 

Camp Site Management 

• Contractor shall provide copy of the Environmental management Plan (EMP) at the 
concerned sites. Copy of the EMP should be available at camp site all the times. 

 
• Contractor will nominate and authorize the individual(s) with role and responsibility to 

implement EMP measures. 
 

• EMP recommendations should be clearly understood by the concerned implementing 
individual(s). 

 
• Contractor shall comply with the safety precautions for constructions as per ILO 

convention 62. 
 

• Contractor shall provide PPE to construction workforce and monitor if they are 
appropriately used. 

 
• The labour shall be provided with the adequate potable water at site. 

 
• Wood shall not be used as fuel or for any other activity. 

 
• Contractor shall provide LPF cylinders for cooking and heating purposes. 

 
• Contractor shall provide first aid kit at camp site and nominate/train individuals to 

address any emergency. 
 

• Camp site will be fenced to prevent trespassing. 
 

• Maintain good liaison with local communities. 
 

• Contractor shall maintain grievances log, where all community complaints are 
registered and follow up actions should be recorded. 
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Worker’s Training 

• Contractor shall provide trainings to effectively implement project specific EMP. It 
may involve special trainings of workers on specific jobs. 

 
• Training of construction workforce on health and safety and use of PPE (safety 

shoes, helmets, gloves, masks). 
 

• Construction workforce training in the storage and handling of material and chemicals 
that can potentially cause soil contamination and/or explosion. 

 
• Contractor shall prohibit hiring of child labour and forced labour. 

 
• Contractor shall encourage hiring of local labour. 

 

Plans and Procedures 

• Contractor shall prepare and submit health and safety plan. 
 

• Contractor shall prepare and submit emergency response procedures for 
a) Spills and leakages 
b) Accident 
c) Fire fighting 
d) Electric 

 

• Contractor shall prepare and submit worker’s training plan. 
 

Waste Management 

• Contractor will be responsible for treatment of wastewater from camp toilets. 
Wastewater will primarily pass through septic tank and later be discharge into soak 
pit. 

 

• Solid waste generated during construction at campsite will be properly collected at 
source, treated, and safely disposed of only in selected waste disposal sites. 

 

• Fuel and oil storage areas should be located away from any watercourses. They 
should be properly paved with contaminated ditch to control any spillage. 

 

• Contractor will be responsible to contain, collect, clean-up and properly dispose-off 
the wastes in case of any emergency spill. 

 

• Drinking water sources shall be at least 50 m away from soak pit to avoid 
contamination. 

 

• Contractor will be responsible to implement proper dust and noise abatement 
procedures at camp site.
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ANNEX-5 Environmental Compliance Status 

 
Sr.  
No    

Environmental Compliance MARALA QADIRABAD 
 

JHELUM 

JHANG & 
THATTA 

MAHALLA 
TAUNSA M GARH SHUJABAD 

1 
Copy of the Site Specific Environmental 
Management Plan (SSEMP) is provided at the 
camp site/contractors office 

Y N Y Y N N/A N/A 

2 

Contractor has provided Health Environment 
and Safety (HSE) plan and Emergency 
Response Procedures (ERP) to Resident 
Engineers (REs) 

N N Y Y N N N 

3 
The EMP instructions are understood by the 
contractor 

N N Y Y Y Y Y 

4 HSE officer hired for implementation of EMP N N N N Y Y Y 

5 
Contractors provided training to its staff and 
workers to effectively implement project specific 
EMP 

N N N Y Y Y N 

6 
Contractor is following the safety precautions as 
per ILO convention no.62 

N N Y Y Y Y Y 

7 
Contractors prohibited child labour or forced 
labour 

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

8 Contractors hired local labour Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

9 Contractors provided PPEs to their workforce Y N Y Y Y Y Y 

10 PPEs are used by workforce Y N Y Y Y N Y 

11 
First-Aid Kit is provided at camp and individual 
nominated for addressing emergency.  

N N Y Y Y Y N 
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Sr.  
No    

Environmental Compliance MARALA QADIRABAD 
 

JHELUM 

JHANG & 
THATTA 

MAHALLA 
TAUNSA M GARH SHUJABAD 

12 Ambulance is available at camp site N N N N N N N 

13 Campsite is fenced to prevent trespassing N N Y Y Y N Y 

14 
Camp area has adequate drainage 
arrangements for disposal of waste water 

Y N Y Y Y Y Y 

15 
Arrangement for proper storage and disposal for 
solid waste is ensured 

Y N Y Y Y Y Y 

16 
No contamination of surface or ground water by 
oil spillage or solid waste dumping 

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

17 
Fuel/oil storage areas are at least 200 meters 
away from watercourses 

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

18 Additional cross drainage is provided for spoil  N N Y Y N N N 

19 
Potable clean and safe drinking is available to 
labour 

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

20 Wood being used as fuel N N N N N N N 

21 
LPG cylinders are provided for cooking or 
heating purposes 

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

22 
Subproject construction site is fenced to curtail 
trespassing 

Y Y Y Y Y N Y 

23 
No vegetation covers aside from that required 
as part of construction and inside the RoW 
removed 

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 
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Sr.  
No    

Environmental Compliance MARALA QADIRABAD 
 

JHELUM 

JHANG & 
THATTA 

MAHALLA 
TAUNSA M GARH SHUJABAD 

24 Tree cutting in the RoW and shoulder areas  N N N N N N N 

25 
Subproject activities are displayed at proper 
locations 

Y N Y Y Y Y N 

26 
Dust generation during construction well 
managed and record exists 

Y N Y Y Y Y Y 

27 Proper water sprinkling is done on regular basis Y N Y Y Y Y Y 

28 Water sprinkling record is available Y N Y Y Y Y Y 

29 
Site selected for camp is 100 meters away from 
the human settlements and wildlife habitats 

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

30 Safety signs are properly displayed Y N Y Y N N Y 

31 
Construction machinery parked at designated 
areas 

Y N Y Y Y Y Y 

32 
Traffic issues managed well, no complaints on 
record 

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

33 
Complaints were made due to noise and 
vibration 

N Y N N N N N 

34 
Construction activities carried out in daylight to 
reduce the impact of noise 

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

35 No loss of forests and intrusion into wetlands Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 
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Sr.  
No    

Environmental Compliance MARALA QADIRABAD 
 

JHELUM 

JHANG & 
THATTA 

MAHALLA 
TAUNSA M GARH SHUJABAD 

36 
Fuel/oil storage areas are away from 
watercourses 

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

37 
No damage to the Archaeological 
/Religious/Cultural or Historical sites 

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

38 
Damage reported to public services like electric, 
water, gas, sewer, or telephone lines 

N N N N N N N 

39 
Contractors maintained Environmental 
Monitoring Record and submit monthly 
monitoring reports 

N N Y Y N Y Y 

40 
Contractors maintained Grievances Log to 
register complaints from community 

N N Y Y N N Y 

41 No complaint registered in the Grievance Log N N Y Y N N Y 

42 
Borrow areas identified, having suitable 
material, and approved by design team 

Y N Y Y Y Y Y 

43 Borrow Pits not established in RoW Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

44 
No damage to the agriculture land due to 
borrow pits on agriculture land 

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

45 
Top 15 cm are stripped and stockpiled for 
redressing 

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

46 
Top 0.5 m is stripped of and stockpiled when 
deep ditching is carried out 

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

47 
Community consultation has been carried out 
for subproject activities/concerns 

N N Y Y Y Y Y 
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Sr.  
No    

Environmental Compliance MARALA QADIRABAD 
 

JHELUM 

JHANG & 
THATTA 

MAHALLA 
TAUNSA M GARH SHUJABAD 

48 
No complaint filed regarding transmission of 
Communicable diseases (such as STI’s and 
HIV/AIDS) 

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

49 No shops or houses inside ROW Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

50 
No impact on the means of livelihood of the 
community because of the work 

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

Compliance 33 22 43 44 38 36 39 
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ANNEX-6 Major Non-Compliance Notices 

 

          August, 2018 

NON-COMPLIANCE NOTICE 

 

Subject: Non-compliance of Environment and HSE Standards at LMB Marala  

 

Environmental conditions on project site and the camp/office site are still appalling. 

Housekeeping is nowhere to be seen and the safety signboards and banners are 

either discarded or have worn out. You are again directed to maintain the site safety 

practices and standards.   

 

 

 

 

           Ali Salman Zafar 

              Environmental Inspector 
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          September, 

2018 

NON-COMPLIANCE NOTICE 

 

Subject: Environmental Non-compliance at Qadirabad Flood Bund 

 

There is no progress regarding earlier directions on preparing SSEMP and hiring of 

environmental staff at site.  

Furthermore, it is important that a representative is present at all times at your camp 

site in order to receive or record any complaint by the locals. 

 

 

 

 

           Ali Salman Zafar 

              Environmental Inspector 
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ANNEX-7 Corrective Action Plan 

Sr. 

No 
Date 

Raised 

By 
Location Issues Category* Corrective Action Responsibility Target Date 

New 

Target 

Date 

1 

 

November 

2018 

PMC Jhang Reporting of social 
complaints 

 

Moderate 

Friendly relations with the local 
community by maintaining Complaints 
Report Register at Camp site and 
publicized through display at camp site 
and R.E office. 

Contractor Immediate Immediate 
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Sr. 

No 
Date 

Raised 

By 
Location Issues Category* Corrective Action Responsibility Target Date 

New Target 

Date 

1 

 

November 

2018 PMC Marala Reporting of social 
complaints 

 

Moderate 
Friendly relations with the local 
community by maintaining Complaints 
Report Register at Camp site and 
publicized through display at camp site 
and R.E office. 

Contractor Immediate Immediate 

2 

 

November 

2018 
PMC Marala 

Environmentalist/HSE 
Officer has not been 
hired. 
 

 

Major 
Environmentalist/HSE Officer should 
be hired. 
 

Contractor Immediate Immediate 

3 

 

November 

2018 
PMC Marala 

Scarcity of PPEs &  
sign-boards 

 

Major PPEs and sign-boards should be 
arranged by the Contractor.  

Contractor Immediate Immediate 

4 

 

November 

2018 
PMC Marala 

Records of EHS 
(Environment, Health 
and Safety) not 
available. 

 

Major 
Weekly Environmental checklists 
should be submitted to RE Office or at 
least record should be kept at site 
office. 

Contractor Immediate Immediate 

5 

 

November 

2018 
PMC Marala 

No Medical/ Health 
Facility available. 
 

 

Major 
First Aid kits should be available on 
sites and emergency trainings should 
be conducted. 

Contractor Immediate Immediate 

6 

 

November 

2018 PMC Marala 
Poor condition of 
camp site 
 

 

Major 
Proper staff for house-keeping must be 
present and locals should be advised 
to avoid entrance in the premise. 
Fencing should be done around the 
camp site. 

Contractor Immediate Immediate 

7 
November 

2018 PMC Marala Dust pollution 
Major Regular sprinkling of water along with 

speed control of local and project 
vehicles. 

Contractor Immediate Immediate 
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Sr. 

No 
Date 

Raised 

By 
Location Issues Category* Corrective Action Responsibility Target Date 

New Target 

Date 

1 

 

December 

2018 PMC Jhelum 
Reporting of social 

complaints 

 

Moderate 

Friendly relations with the local 

community by maintaining Complaints 

Report Register at Camp site and 

publicized through display at camp site 

and R.E office. 

Contractor Immediate Immediate 

2 

 

December 

2018 
PMC Jhelum 

Environmentalist/HSE 

Officer has not been 

hired. 

 

 

Major 
Environmentalist/HSE Officer should 

be hired. 

 

Contractor Immediate Immediate 
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Sr. 

No 
Date 

Raised 

By 
Location Issues Category* Corrective Action Responsibility Target Date 

New Target 

Date 

1 

 

November 2018 PMC Muzaffargarh 
Reporting of social 

complaints 
Moderate 

Friendly relations with the local 
community by maintaining Complaints 
Report Register at Camp site and 
publicized through display at camp site 
and R.E office. 

Contractor Immediate Immediate 

2 

 

November 2018 PMC Muzaffargarh 

No Medical Health 

Facility available. 

 

Major 

First Aid kits should be available on 
sites and emergency trainings should 
be conducted. 

Contractor Immediate Immediate 
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Sr. 

No 
Date 

Raised 

By 
Location Issues Category* Corrective Action Responsibility Target Date 

New Target 

Date 

1 

 

December 2018 
PMC Qadirabad Reporting of social 

complaints 
Moderate 

Friendly relations with the local 
community by maintaining Complaints 
Report Register at Camp site and 
publicized through display at camp site 
and R.E office. 

Contractor Immediate Immediate 

2 December 2018 
PMC Qadirabad 

Environmentalist/HSE 
Officer has not been 
hired. 

 

Major 
Environmentalist/HSE Officer should 
be hired. 
 

Contractor Immediate Immediate 

3 
December 2018 

PMC Qadirabad Scarcity of PPE Major 
PPEs should be arranged by the 
Contractor.  

Contractor Immediate Immediate 

4 December 2018 PMC Qadirabad 
Sign boards have not 
been displayed. 

Major 
Project activities and sign boards 
should be displayed. 
 

Contractor Immediate Immediate 

5 December 2018 PMC Qadirabad 

Records of EHS 
(Environment, Health 
and Safety) not 
available. 

Major 

Weekly Environmental checklists 
should be submitted to RE Office. 

Contractor Immediate Immediate 

6 December 2018 PMC Qadirabad 
No Medical Health 
Facility available. 

 
Major 

First Aid kits should be available on 
sites and emergency trainings should 
be conducted. 

Contractor Immediate Immediate 

7 December 2018 PMC Qadirabad 
Unavailability of 
technical staff 

 
Major 

Besides hiring environmentalist, 
technical staff should also be hired by 
contractor, who should be well aware. 
 

Contractor Immediate Immediate 
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Sr. 

No 
Date 

Raised 

By 
Location Issues Category* Corrective Action Responsibility Target Date 

New Target 

Date 

1 December 2018 PMC Taunsa Reporting of social 
complaints 

Moderate 

Friendly relations with the local 
community by maintaining Complaints 
Report Register at Camp site and 
publicized through display at camp site 
and R.E office. 

Contractor Immediate Immediate 

2 December 2018 
PMC 

Taunsa 
Scarcity of PPEs Major 

PPEs should be arranged by the 
Contractor.  

Contractor Immediate Immediate 

3 
December 2018 

PMC 
Taunsa Sign boards have not 

been displayed. 
Major 

Project activities and sign boards 
should be displayed. 
 

Contractor Immediate Immediate 

4 
December 2018 

PMC 
Taunsa 

No Medical Health 

Facility available. 

 

Major 

First Aid kits should be available on 
sites and emergency trainings should 
be conducted. 

Contractor Immediate Immediate 
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Sr. 

No 
Date 

Raised 

By 
Location Issues Category* Corrective Action Responsibility Target Date 

New Target 

Date 

1 

 

August 2018 
PMC Shujabad 

Reporting of social 

complaints 

 

Moderate 

Friendly relations with the local 

community by maintaining Complaints 

Report Register at Camp site and 

publicized through display at camp site 

and R.E office. 

Contractor Immediate Immediate 

2 

 

August 2018 PMC 

 
Shujabad 

Scarcity of sign-

boards 

 

Moderate Until the camp site has been moved 
completely, sign boards should be 
displayed. 

Contractor Immediate Immediate 

*Category of Non-Compliance  

1. Minor: Within fifteen days: Draw attention through copy of daily check list 

2. Moderate: Beyond 15 days and up to 30 days: Issue warning recorded on check list as well as separate letter 

3. Major: Beyond one month: Do not verify the contractor’s invoice. 

4. Hazardous: Beyond two months: Stop the total payment of the contractor. 
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ANNEX-8 Photo log  

 
Pictorial View: Marala Flood Bund  
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Pictorial View: Jhelum Flood Bund  
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Pictorial View: Qadirabad Flood Bund  
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Pictorial View: Muzaffargarh Flood Bund 
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Pictorial View: Shujabad Flood Bund 
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Pictorial View: Taunsa Flood Bund 
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Pictorial View: Jhang Flood Bund 

  

 
                  

 

  


